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In these days when needed to move us quickly, to travel, to discover

new places and new people the car has become extremely necessary in our lives,

but the financial crisis world affected us all more or less.

If you want to buy a new car you need to sell the old one or just buy

a second hand cars for us to move where we need, we will start using

the Internet to study the auto market.

We will search on the internet after second hand cars, used cars, auto second hand etc.,to find the

car for our budget and our taste.If you do not want to buy a second hand car from a car dealer

we can buy from an individual person,but besides this lower price may attract some problems that
may occur after buying a second hand cars.

To keep us from any unpleasant surprises and extra costs caused by some hidden defects need to
check these:

Check the origin acts of the car,serial of engine and body to correspond,not show any intervention
on them like welding or paint,windows, rear window, windshield to be original.

Visual Check the inside car after seat belts, seats, pedals,gear lever, steering wheel,board clocks,
tapestry,the heating and air conditioning system,

(attention to some models in the cold season air conditioning installation will not start under a
specific temperature exterior) to make an opinion about the wear of car.

Mileage of second hand cars can easily be given back even to cars that registered mileage in

several places. Eg. Mileage is recorded in a BMW block lights,computer board and car key.This
would require removal of board.

So you look for signs and scratches on brackets,

screws or glass panel,check the mileage to a car brand's authorized representative or on the
Internet for VW brand cars to see when revisions has made,make a test of

horsepower, after overcoming the first 150000 km engine begins to lose the compression and so the
power.Verify the exhaust pipe to gasoline engines to be clean on new engines,

on old EURO1, 2 exhaust pipe is smoked a little,if there is evidence of high smoked means that the
car may have increased fuel consumption.Check the oil if is too thick

not good as there may be additives in the engine or is used thick oil to hide possible engine beats.
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External control of body-will observed any color variations after repainting or replacement of a part
of the car body,car body hits,also check the closing doors and hinges,broken doors will be rised and
slamming harder to be closed well

the hinges showing signs of welding, folds.

is check to see injuries suffered by car check if it was

bent / replacement inner wings, cross, bonnet deformed, uneven

color of the car due to repainting

Rust-looking especially in areas where water and mud cannot be removed

very easily: thresholds, the lower parts of doors, around the

headlights, the wings, etc. for corrosion,

see if paint on a small portion is inflated,if shows a lack of

elasticity or rupture, the car body shows a high degree of wear

Engine-if the engine is washed and cleaned(wonder why?),check the status of screws to see how
much was used,check belts and hoses do not be chapped, spliced

Engine start-Good engine should start to low temperatures,any noises when the engine is started

at a low temperature and normal temperatures like beats, breaks, vibration

are smaller or larger defects in proper functioning

Gearbox-checking is made when the car is move,changing from one speed to another must be done
without noise and in both directions

from inferior gear to superior gear and vice versa.

Direction-checking is made when the car is move on a road as straight as possible,

with constant speed and let free steering wheel a few seconds

to ensure that the car keeps the trajectory in this case tires must

be inflated equally and no side wind,turning the steering wheel must

be done without noise from steering box.

Brake-when is braking ,car must maintain the direction,without to hear noise from brake
pads,without steering wheel or brake pedal vibrates

braking distance should not very large

These are a few things to check when buying a second hand cars.
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Mihai Alexandru - About Author:
Website with a second hand cars,you can sell,buy or search a auto second hand from all the United
Kindom, if you want to sell or buy used cars here is the right place to publish your ad, free and
without registration.
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